
Asian American Health Initiative Retreat 2006
Meeting Minutes

Saturday, February 27, 2006
8:30 AM to 5:00 PM

1380 Piccard Drive, Rockville, MD

Attendees: Dave Naskishima, Sam Mukherjee, Patricia Horton, Lily Shen, Lily Qi, Sovan
Tun, Monica Kakkar, Chang Y. Liang, Harry Kwon, Azad Ejaz, Vathany Say, Thomas
Tran, Tony Tran, Jai Kundu, Kim Dung Nguyen, Tae Lee, Nerita Estampador, Wilbur
Friedman, Hoan Dang, M.K. Lee, Julie Bawa, Ithara Phlong, Rachana Lim, and Frances
Brazil

1.  Welcome and Introduction                      
Meeting Outcomes     
Identify organizational strengths and challenges
Agree upon shared organizational vision
Plan strategic next steps
Build a sense of team
Walk-Through Agenda

Retreat Etiquette:
Working Guidelines/Group Agreements

 Set cell phones to silent
 One person speaks at a time
 Stay focused on solutions and limit storytelling
 Have respect for each other and listen to each other
 No personal attacks (physical or verbal)
 Be comprehensive (English may not be the 1st or 2nd language)
 Speak slowly and loudly
 No private conversations or limit sidebars
 Keep a sense of humor
 Respect time
 Hear all voices
 Ask yourself before speaking Why Am I Talking? (W.A.I.T.)
 Practice confidentiality
 Understand before being understood

2.  Dream House Activity

Attendees split up into 3 groups and were given the following instructions:
Taking turns drawing one line at a time
No verbal communication
5 minutes to draw your ideal dream house



Attendees’ Difficulties with the Activity
 Trying to figure out what one line at a time meant (one straight line, curvy line, etc.),

after first line was drawn other things fell into place
 No verbal communication to figure each others drawings
 No pre-planning of the dream house
 Surprises- did not know what was coming next
 Pressure of time

Overall the activity meant that there was lack of a vision in planning group projects.
Attendees also had a different interpretation of the rules.  The main question that came up
was “What are the unwritten rules, how can we begin to build a dream house without a
common vision?”

3.  Pre-Meeting Survey Results and Discussion
Dave: Can you please send us an attachment?

Discussion: Areas for Improvement
 Be supportive by offering positive feedback and try to understand before being

understood
 Be collaborative
 Attend meetings to build mutual trust; there may be assumptions and questions on

your commitment
 Appreciate diversity (ethnicity, experience, and different backgrounds)
 Learn and share experiences with each other
 Be honest
 Exercise fairness (personal agendas are different)
 Maintain individuality
 Assume good intent
 Willingness to receive and give feedback
 Make distinctions between individual or organizational representational views
 Take the time to address concerns (in the interest of time, things can get skipped over)
 Agree to disagree, come to a point where this is okay
 Agree on communication expectations/ be wise with the timeframe between meetings

to get projects done (meeting once a month limits communication efforts)

4.  AAHI Organizational Timeline and Three Strategic Questions
Where are we now?
Where do we want to be?
How will be get there?

Discussion of the Strategic Role of the AAHI Steering Committee
 Advise DHHS on programs
 Identify and prioritize needs/concerns
 Conduct planning
 Provide leadership for the larger membership body
 Carry the organizational vision for implementation



 Advocate for community issues
 Need wider support from all members
 Join together to host health events
 Need partnerships with other organizations to learn about grant writing, funding

opportunities, etc.

5.  The Structure of AAHI: operating procedures & roles/ responsibilities
      Overview of the AAHI Timeline

1999 African American Health Program (AAHP) Began

2000 Latino Health Initiative (LHI) Began

2002 Asian American Cancer Program (AACP) Began

Oct. 2003  AAHI was initiatiated ( Workgroup was developed comprising  of different Asian
American CBO leaders and experts from the community

Dec. 2003 Meeting with Montgomery County Dept. of Health and Human Services  to
discuss how to proceed in develop of AAHI
Suggestion by DHHS was to develop a workplan and come up with intitial funding amount
with justifications for FY05

Jan - March 2004 - Developed AAHI work plan for FY 05 funds; WorkPlan was submitted
to DHHS, County Executive, and County Council

AAHI Steering Committee Chair and Co-Chair were appointed
AAHI Mission and Goals were determined

July 2004 - AAHI recieves funds for FY05 activities
Funding was allocated for
- Hiring staff
- Expansion of Asian American Cancer Program
- Asian American Needs Assessment Project
- Expansion of Pan Asian Clinic
- Overall develop of AAHI identity and infrastructure

July 2004 - April 2005  -  Workgroup acted as "steering committee members" and met to
discuss the Pan Asian Clinic expansion,
         University of Maryland was hired to conduct  Needs Assessment project
        Staff Infrastructure

April 2005  - AAHI Program Manager was HIred
           Establishment of the Office of Minority and Multicultural Health (OMMH)

                       under DHHS - AAHI is one of the initiatives under OMMH



July 2005 - AAHI was funded for FY06
Fundings allocated for

- Staff
- Cancer Program
- Hep B Program
- Patient Navigator's Program
- AAHI conference
- Operating Expense

April 2005 - Jan 2006 AAHI Steering committee has been officially meeting approx once a
month and minutes have been taken

 Meetings: Discussions include By-laws, Mission, Objectives, Goals,
                                     Program Updates, New Programs, and Funding
                  

AAHI launched AAHI website www.AAHIinfo.org

Feb 2006 - AAHI Steering Committee Retreat 2006

6.  The Culture of AAHI: core principles & guiding values
Dave: Can you please send us these attachments; otherwise we can fax them to members that
weren’t able to attend the Retreat?

Collaboration: Levels of Relationship
Difference Between Informal and Formal Collaborations
Six Essentials Elements of Effective Collaboration
The TaSC Model of Collaboration

7.  Tower Building Activity

Attendees were asked to split into 3 groups pertaining to their working ethics: Structure
(process), Culture (people), and Tasks (results)

Instructions:
 7 min for planning; no touching of materials, only use provided materials
 7 min implementation; must stand 5” tall, freestanding, and withstanding a moderate

breeze
 Debriefing- apply the TaSC model to the activity
 List the positive aspects of the activity and what you would change next time in

regards to the TaSC Model



Results of the Tower Building Activity
Group One

Positive Change

Tasks

met goals and
roles were
identified

wasn't pretty and
not the best
solution

Structure

drawing, group
efforts, and good
brain-storming no leader identified

Culture

input from
everyone and
trust established
early

much initial
confusion

Group Two
Positive Change

Tasks

it stood, saved
resources, and
engineering
marvel

stability of base
and wish it was
taller

Structure

delegated tasks,
used non-verbal
communication,
and did a stress
test

more final planning
and no last minute
changes

Culture

teamwork,
open/no
arguments, and
used expertise of
members overzealous

Group Three
Positive Change

Tasks

met and
exceeded goal,
efficient

uniform definitions
of building tasks,
and not perfect

Structure

discussed and
had democratic
process need more time

Culture

congratulated
each other, input
from everyone,
listened to
everyone, open
communication,
and teamwork  



8. Steps for AAHI: Start, Stop, Continue

Steps for AAHI: Start Stop Continue

Start Stop Continue
giving feedback absenteeism build trust to grow

re-evaluate
commitment

isolating yourself
(think of self as a
group) to achieve tasks

intensive
communication build structure

increase advocacy
work

give more
attention to people

increase
representation of
AA groups in
Steering
Committee joint projects

lobbying in MC to
increase exposure
of AAHI increase exposure

reach out to new
communities

look for
opportunities to
collaborate w/
other Steering
Committees,
areas, states, and
initiatives

share calendars
on health events
take time to learn
about other
cultures

 
9.  Retreat Feedback & Next Steps


